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Abstract
The behavior of JavaScript is dicult to understand due
to the language's asynchronous and dynamic nature. In
particular, chains of event handlers pose diculties
because they cannot be stepped through with a debugger,
and determining where a chain is broken requires
instrumenting every link in the chain with a breakpoint or
log statement. The aim of this work is to create a
debugging interface that helps users understand
complicated control ow in languages like JavaScript.
Theseus uses program traces to provide real-time in-editor
feedback so that programmers can answer questions
quickly as they write new code and interact with their
application. The call graph is augmented with semantic
edges that allow users to make intuitive leaps through
program traces, such as from the start of an AJAX
request to its response.
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Introduction
In JavaScript on the web, and many other environments,
event-driven and asynchronous code is common.Examples include handling events in a graphical user
interface, requesting data from a network resource, and
responding to HTTP requests. When these asynchronous
operations depend on one another, the result is sometimes
called `callback hell'1 and it can be dicult to understand
due to its convoluted, non-linear control ow [6].
When seeking to understand code, programmers ask a
multitude of questions [7]. Reachability questions, which
concern control ow, are among the most dicult to
answer using existing tools [2]. An example reachability
question is, \Are any network calls made directly or
indirectly from this method?" Answering questions like
these can be dicult without tools specically designed
for them. For instance, a step debugger would force the
user to perform an in-order traversal of the call graph.
The problem becomes even trickier if one considers
network calls made at the end of an asynchronous
callback chain started in the method.
The software presented in this paper, Theseus, is a
debugging interface for making sense of control ow and
answering some of those dicult questions. It uses two
means to accomplish that task:
 It presents a streamlined interface for executing queries
over program traces.
 It augments the call graph with semantic edges
representing high-level connections.
Theseus uses code coloring and a breakpoint-like interface
to answer developers' questions. Its information comes
from program traces that are updated in real-time as the
code is executed. It allows users to inspect the program's
run-time state, similar to a step debugger. However, using
1http://callbackhell.com/
program traces gives Theseus the ability to present
aggregate information about state and control ow, and
summarize past and future control ow from any given
point. Users interact with the trace using queries
consisting of an ordered set of pseudo-breakpoints they
place in the code.
To address the problem of complex, event-driven control
ow, Theseus augments the call graph with edges that
correspond to high-level leaps through the program trace,
such as from the start of an AJAX request to its response.
Those semantic edges allow the user to walk along code
paths that are implied by the code structure, as well as
the path that is actually traversed by the single-threaded
virtual machine.
Theseus is ongoing research. The interface is available as
an extension to the Brackets text editor2 and a proxy
server that adds trace-collecting code to all JavaScript on
a web page. A series of four prototypes has been created
as part of an iterative design process. Several graduate
students with asynchronous programming experience
informally evaluated all four prototypes to guide the
interface design. Three professional JavaScript developers
at Adobe provided feedback on the fourth prototype. The
fth prototype, which is under development, is presented
here.
2http://brackets.io/1) Code that has yet to be
executed is given a gray back-
ground.
2) Pills like appear
next to functions to display
the number of times they have
been called. When the user
clicks to add them to the query,
they turn green.
3) Call counts become rela-
tive to the root of the query
when one is active. The
trace containing a call to
mouseDownActionPerformed
also contains a call to the
mouseMoveTrigger callback,
so it reads `got here 1/1'.
4) The query automatically
extends to every function in
the program, making their call
counts relative as well, reducing
the need to click them.
5) Functions and page events
that are part of the query show
up here with the values of
variables that were in scope,
where they can be inspected.
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Figure 2: The Theseus user interface running as a Brackets extension.Example Usage Scenario
Theseus is designed to become part of the
edit-compile-test loop by answering questions about
run-time behavior as quickly as possible. In this section,
we show how Theseus benets Max, whose task is to
fetch search results with an AJAX request when a the
button is pressed.
Max begins by connecting an event handler to the search
button. Once he has entered the code to the best of his
ability, he wants to verify that he made no mistakes. To
do so, Max reloads the page, clicks the search button, and
returns to the IDE. The coloring and call counts indicate
that the code that registered the event handler, and the
event handler itself, were both executed.
Next, Max needs to request the search results. He arrives
at the code below by customizing a snippet he nds on the
web. Max refreshes the page and clicks the search button
again. From the coloring of the source code, he sees right
away that the success event handler was never called.
To gure out why, Max adds AJAX events to the Log
using the check box in the lower right of the screen. To
focus on the AJAX events resulting from the search
button, he clicks the pill next to the button's click
handler. That adds the invocation of the click handler to
the timeline and nests the related AJAX calls underneath.
Max sees that the relevant AJAX request returned a `404
Not Found' error, calling his attention to a typo in the
URL (serch instead of search). He refreshes the page
and veries that the problem is xed when all the call
count pills turn blue.
To display the search results, Max needs to know how the
data is passed to the AJAX callback. He clicks the
pill next to the callback function. Theseus records the
values of unnamed function arguments, so he inspects the
arguments and discovers that the rst argument contains
the desired data. He gives a name to that argument and
writes the code to display it on the page.Discussion
Theseus provides several forms of feedback that would
have been dicult or tedious for Max to gather without
it. He is able to see whether lines of code had executed
using color, instead of sprinkling the le with breakpoints,
log statements, or calls to alert(). He is able to
correlate page events, such as AJAX responses, with
events in his code. He is able to inspect the values of
variables without explicit instrumentation.
Theseus is able to associate AJAX events with the button
click event by looking for the signs of the start of an
asynchronous operation. In this case, Theseus detected
the creation of an XMLHttpRequest object. Theseus will
make a similar connection when it detects the creation of
a closure, which is common for callbacks that are dened
inline.
Interface Design
A session with Theseus starts when a user opens a web
page from within the editor. When the user clicks one of
the call count pills in the gutter of the code editor, that
sets what we call a pseudo-breakpoint. A regular
breakpoint halts execution when the breakpoint is reached
so that program state can be inspected. A
pseudo-breakpoint does not halt execution, but it adds all
of the local state that could have been inspected to the
Log panel at the bottom of the window.
In eect, setting a pseudo-breakpoint creates a query for
all traces that pass through a particular point in the code.
When the user sets another pseudo-breakpoint without
clearing the rst, that creates a query that matches traces
that pass through both pseudo-breakpoints in sequence.
This is analogous to halting at the rst breakpoint, then
stepping through the code to the second point. Theseus
saves the user time by showing them all the information
they could have gathered from that process with just
those two clicks.
Clicking the checkbox next to a page event is like setting
a pseudo-breakpoint at all instances of that type of event,
regardless of whether a JavaScript handler has been
assigned to it.
Future Work
Theseus currently answers only a subset of the
reachability questions that LaToza and Myers identied as
dicult to ask, which I plan to correct in later prototypes
[2]. In particular, Theseus queries require both ends of the
query to be specied (except in the case of page events),
making it unsuitable for nding traces that involve many
functions.
The scenario presented in this paper contained several
instances of the user needing to refresh the page in order
to test changes to the code. I plan to extend Theseus to
collect a more complete trace with which new code can be
evaluated as if it had existed all along. That would
provide users with the limited ability to use Theseus'
reachability coloring and data inspection facilities without
needing to reload the page. A more complete trace would
also allow the user to evaluate arbitrary expressions in the
log window, which would enable new styles of exploratory
development similar to working at a read-eval-print loop
(REPL).
As Theseus nears maturity, I am planning lab and eld
studies to evaluate its eectiveness. I hypothesize that
Theseus will decrease the amount of time it takes
developers to answer questions about run-time behavior of
their code, leading to a decrease in the amount of time it
takes to write code and x bugs, and an increase in thesuccess rate at xing bugs. I will test this hypothesis
directly with lab studies using small programming tasks. I
also plan to release the extension publicly to gather
qualitative feedback from developers in the eld.
Related Work
Theseus' interface was informed by research into the types
of questions programmers ask while programming, as well
as our observations of the tasks JavaScript programmers
seem to nd dicult or tedious. Some of the most
relevant research, and its relationship to Theseus, is
described in this section.
Whyline [1] is a debugging interface users can ask
questions like, \Why is this line blue?" Whyline answers
by generating a program slice of all the events that
determined the line's color. Theseus draws the user's
attention to the invisible state that provides more topics
for users to ask about. For example, a grayed-out function
is an opportunity to ask Whyline, \Why wasn't this
function called?"
Reacher [3] answers reachability questions by presenting a
compact graph representation of the interactions between
several functions. The dierence between Reacher's
visualizations and those of Theseus stem largely from the
dierence in how data is obtained: statically versus
dynamically. Theseus and Reacher provide complementary
views of the same kind of information.
ZStep [4] is an omniscient step debugger that has
commands for jumping around program traces similar to
using semantic edges. A ZStep user can step forward and
backward by line or expression, but also non-linearly, such
as to the point when any given expression was evaluated,
to the next time the GUI changed, or to when a particular
screen element was drawn. IntelliTrace [5] is similar in
that it allows users to index into a program trace by
selecting an event, such as a button click or an exception.
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